#1 International Bestselling Author
Known As “The Spell Breaker”
Beyond outdated self-help, endlessly rehashed,
superficial "positive thinking" approaches, and
incomplete airy-fairy spiritual approaches, lies the next
level: The Level 5 Paradigm and "Spellbreak" Technology.
Based on years of personal research, Brian D. Ridgway
has unlocked the door to immediate, deep and lasting
transformation.

POSSIBLE INTERVIEW TOPICS
• Breaking the Self-Help Addiction
• How to Eliminate Any and All
Problems by Dissolving The
“Illusion of Problems”
• Why “Being Spiritual” Is a
Slippery Trap – and How to
Finally Transcend It

After an abusive childhood, Brian dove into self-help and
personal development, seeking to improve his life. As
program after program failed to deliver the promised
transformation, Brian became a self-proclaimed “SelfHelp Junkie” - eventually investing over $300,000 and
tens of thousands of hours into his desperate quest for a
life that “worked.”
At his lowest, most hopeless point, homeless and
suicidal, Brian experienced what he calls his “Miracle
Moment”, one blast of infinite awareness and insight,
where he discovered “The Level 5 Paradigm”. His entire
life transformed. He went from homeless to living in
paradise in Hawaii and has dedicated his life to
spreading the “LEVEL 5 TECHNOLOGY” and helping
others attain true, lasting personal freedom.
If you’re looking for rehashed, new age jargon, that’s not
what you will find with Brian. But is you’re seeking an
expert who has “been there, done that” who helps
people eliminate the illusion of problems and access
their Infinite Intelligence, Brian is the one to call.

Are you looking for a seasoned and engaging show guest who has made it his life’s
work to help free people from the illusion of the self-help movement?
Then you’re looking for Brian D. Ridgway.

brian@briandridgway.com

AskBrianRidgway.com

OVERWHELMING PROOF
“AMAZING!”
“After investing over $500K in personal
development over 40 years, I thought I knew it all.
Within just a few minutes with Brian, he helped me
re-think everything I do. Amazing!”
~ Mike Sypsomos
“BRIAN BLEW OUR MINDS ”
“I was in the audience for Brain’s first event, and he
totally blew the minds (and opened the hearts) of
every person in the room –including me. If you ever
get a chance to book Brian, or to hear him speak,
jump on it.”
~ Brad Fallon, Cofounder: Stompernet,
SEOProEvents.
“ELEVATED CONSCIOUSNESS”
“Brian is a brilliant light in life and on stage. He has
an amazing gift to light up the entire room and
elevate the consciousness of everyone in his
presence. And he is FAST about it. Brian is the best
I’ve ever seen at helping people to QUICKLY
transform their problems into massive success
~ Blake Goodwin, CEO and Founder: VideoOptimize
“INCREDIBLE”
“Brian Ridgway was incredible. Somehow, he bridged
hard-core business with quantum physics and esoteric
philosophy in a way that captivated and elevated every
soul in the room.
~ Steve Iervella, Entrepreneur, Online Marketer

What if "Self Improvement” Is a Trap?
Similar to the pharmaceutical
industry, traditional "self-help" is
designed to make you feel better
- always temporarily- not treat
the underlying issue. It's a trap to
keep you coming back.
That is why avid self-improvement
fans self-identify as "self-help
junkies"! (You always have to go to the next
program, course or seminar for another
temporary "fix".)
What if there is actually a way to completely
transform one’s life - in all areas, all at once - by
ﬁnding and shiding the one hidden issue that has
been creaeng all of the stuckness all along?
That queseon is answered in Brian's gamechanging #1 Internaeonal Bestseller, "Break Your
Self-Help Addiceon”.
What would it be like to dissolve “the illusion of
problems”?
~ Access your Infinite Intelligence, Limitless
Power and Ever-Present Guidance,
~ “Shake off” chronic anger, sadness and fear in
seconds,
~ Spot the “hidden lie” in the majority of selfimprovement work, and
~ Begin to consciously create the body, health,
business, wealth, relationships, life and world of
your dreams.
258 “5” Star Reviews
on Amazon
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